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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Interactio’s Optio Fuel bluetooth wireless fuel flow
sensor for boats available at the Seattle Boat Show
View real time boat fuel flow, consumption and range information using your Smart
Phone or Tablet. New Optio Fuel wireless sensor from Interactio.
November 16, 2016 (Victoria, BC) - After more than a year of development and
testing, Interactio is excited to announce that we will be shipping our first
product - the Optio Fuel sensor and its free App.
Optio Fuel is designed to save boaters money and make boating safer. Less
fuel burned means big money savings. An accurate tally of fuel remaining ensures
a safe return to the dock!
Optio Fuel is the first product in Interactio’s vision of bringing “Internet of
Things” (IoT) technology to the boating world. With minimal investment,
boaters now have a powerful tool to monitor fuel consumption and find the optimal
fuel economy for their powerboat.
The free Interactio Smart Boat App can be downloaded from the iTunes store or
Google play and supports mobile phones or Tablets. The App pairs using
bluetooth to one or more installed Optio Fuel sensors. It immediately starts
monitoring and coaching you to find the optimal throttle settings for your boat.
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Using your iOS device, the simple user interface tells you:
• Instantaneous fuel use - fuel flow and fuel economy
• Current cruising range - shown on a map as a blue circle
•“EcoRange” - your optimal range shown as a green circle
• Fuel Remaining - The amount of fuel in your tank and the
estimated running time based on your current speed
The Optio Fuel sensor monitors fuel flow from 0.5 - 50 US
gallons per hour which is typical for any diesel or gas
engine from 25 - 350HP. Inboards, outboards and even gensets can be
monitored and multiple engines are supported. For
diesel and gasoline boats with a fuel return line, the
App can be set up to subtract the unused fuel from its
fuel economy calculations. Just add a second sensor
and designate it as a fuel return - it’s that easy! Optio
Fuel is accurate to within 1/10 of a US Gallon per hour.
An internal fuel totalizer tracks fuel used even
when the App is not connected.
This is the first truly wireless fuel flow sensor for boats. It runs on a long
lasting internal battery and an easy installation can be completed in less
than half an hour. Connect the fuel hose from your fuel filter to one side of the
Optio fuel sensor and then connect the other side to your engine. There are no
electrical connections to your boat. Optio Fuel is also a great trouble-shooting
device for marine mechanics trying to diagnose fuel system problems.
Optio Fuel is priced at US$299 and will be available at booth 2100
For more information visit http://www.interactio.co or call 1-877-304-9476.
Dealer inquiries welcome.
About Interactio
Interactio’s pioneering wireless sensors and apps allow boat owners to interact
with their marine systems both remotely and onboard. Fuel, Battery, Bilge and
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security systems can be optimized and securely and easily managed with minimal
cost.
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